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Designing Wayang Kulit Purwa with Gatotkaca as 
the Character in Website 
ABSTRACT 
Young generation nowadays has lack of knowledge on the culture of shadow puppet (wayang 
kulit) which is a heritage that has a high value of art and philosophy. This is caused by the 
impact of foreign cultures rapidly entering Indonesia. The rapid development of the 
information technology through internet has led to globalization that seems to be not limited 
to space and time. The speed of information and foreign cultures cannot be stopped. The 
culture of shadow puppet (wayang kulit) is getting eroded and is not much known by the 
modern society nowadays. This is an irony to a big nation which has a rich heritage, so it is 
our obligation as a citizen to maintain and preserve it.  
Based on the formulae of AIGA 2015 that defines (time + content + context) / time = 
experience design, the website of wayang kulit (shadow puppet) Gatotkaca put forbattled 
different experience to users in exploring the information and entertainment in those media. 
Having the spirit of moderate Postmodernism, the design plan called User Interface which 
combines the modern and classic traditional elements will encourage new experience to the 
users (Experience Design). The design recognizes times and trends, and it keeps changing as 
the development of the times.  
The design can be a pace setter to next individuals who are called to maintain and preserve 
national cultures, in general, and wayang kulit purwa, in particular, through digital media. 
The development in the modern era will not change the identity of shadow puppet (wayang 
kulit) culture since it has solid foundation, Hamot, Hamong, Hamemangkat. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Indonesian is known as a country that is rich of its cultures and has complex societies who 
live in many regions in Indonesia. Each has various traditions and cultures. Among many 
cultures, there is the art of wayang (puppet) and pendalangan (puppetry) that lasts from time 
to time. 
Wayang kulit (shadow puppet) is a traditional art that develops especially in Java Island. The 
word wayang comes from “Ma Hyang” which means spirit, gods or Almighty God. 
Generally, wayang plays are taken from Mahabarata and Ramayana scripts. Wayang is 
acknowledged as a masterpiece since wayang has a high value in human civilization. 
Wayang is full of values that are reflected in characters, stories and various supporting 
elements. 
The art of wayang (puppet) and puppetry is unique and sophisticated since its performance 
can be combined harmoniously with various arts such as performing arts, singing art, literary 
arts, fine arts and others. Wayang presents in its intact shape in aesthetics, ethics and 
philosophy. The art presentation in wayang show also contains various messages. Ethic 
message refers to the formation of nobility or akhlaqul karimah. Wayang is not only a show 
but also contains guidance. Javanese people even say “wewayangane ngaurip”, the shadow 
of human life; from birth until death. 
From the point of view of popular culture, the art of wayang kulit (shadow puppet) has a 
bigger opportunity to be developed in a creative industry rather that when this art is 
perceived from the perspective of tradition. A big breakthrough is required. One way is 
being produced as a digital technology based culture industry like website so that the basic 
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concept of wayang kulit performing art as a tradisional media can survive. By digitalization, 
wayang kulit art performing is easier to be absorbed and consumed by anyone interested in. 
There is no limit in age, gender and sosial status. 
The reason why website media is selected is the fact that smartphones and Internet are so 
popular. Moreover, they have become a lifestyle and the need of society today. Wayang kulit 
purwa content is not only transferred from television media and printed books into games 
but also packaged uniquely, interestingly and interactively. The characters in wayang kulit of 
Central Java are categorized into its presence into the story, class and explanation of the 
characters. The users can obtain multimedia information about wayang kulit in non-linear 
way, since the navigations prepared bring enjoyable experience for users.  
There have been previous studies about wayang kulit in digital multimedia. However, this 
study was aimed to design a website and game presenting wayang kulit purwa content and 
also present thorough explanation on the correlation on modernity influence and the progress 
of time towards Indonesian people with tradisional culture like wayang kulit. 
METHOD 
The research methods conducted in discussing this journal are: 
 
1. Literature Study 
This method is conducted by finding or probing information or knowledge related to 
scientific sources such as books, journals and others.  
 
       2.Observation 
This method is done by browsing in Internet about design phenomenon and website 
based technology, as well as a preferred game and which game becomes a trend among 
the teenagers in the city nowadays. 
 
3.Interview 
Interview conducted by the researcher in this study is unstructured interview. The 
interview is used to gather information that cannot be obtained by observation. By 
having an interview, the researcher is able to obtain thorough information related to 
wayang kulit purwa. The resource person is Bapak Ekotjipto, SH acting as the chief of 
Pepadi and Bapak Sumari from Sena Wangi (Sekretariat Nasional Pewayangan 
Indonesia- National Secretariat of Indonesian Shadow Play). 
 
4.Documentation  
This method is done by collecting information of pewayangan (shadow puppet) 
activities in the forms of photographs and videos. 
DISCUSSION  
 
As launched by AIGA, trend of 2015 reveals that a designer is required to understand form 
dan content conditioned by context and its influence in a contemporary. This produces 
something called “Experience Design”. (Grefe, 2013). Experience Design is an academic 
discipline created by a communication reality today, simple, without any contacts with one 
another from the beginning to the end, but it has meaning.  
 
Experience Design is an academic discipline involving a lot of abilities that are related in the 
past with different professions. In this case, it is an example of team orientation, inter-
disciplinary challenges in economy today. 
Experience Design becomes crucial for Experiencers type which has characteristics as 
follows: young, enthusiastic, self-expressive and consumptive and becomes the main 
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segmentation. Experiencers have characters of spending money and are interested in new 
things, entertainment, fashion, socialization and have luxurious appearances. 
 
Considering the trend of 2015 launched by AIGA that emphasizes more on contemporary 
factor, postmodernism becomes the spirit in designing “Wayang Kulit Purwa with Gatotkaca 
as the Character in Web and Game”. 
 
 
A. TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM IN WAYANG KULIT SHOW 
Apart from its function as an entertainment, the art of wayang also has aesthetic 
function and is full of sacred values content. Each plot of the story, philosophy and 
characters of the figures, as well as the shapes of wayang contain very deep meanings. 
Malinowski, in his theory Functional Theory of Culture states that functions of 
culture (art) elements are any the actual cultural activities that intend to satisfy the 
instinct on the need of beauty (Koentjaraningrat, 1978:170-171) to observe aesthetic 
values in wayang show by inserting technology element. 
Like wayang golek (three-dimensional wooden puppets) Cepot, which has been a 
populist entertainment of wayang golek enjoyed by any social classes, lower to upper 
classes. Wayang golek itself has a lot of characters, but the most famous and the most 
remembered by the society is Si Cepot. He is a wayang character created by Asep 
Sunandar Sunarya which is full of sense of humor and has been an icon of wayang 
golek.  
 
Before Asep Sunandar Sunarya created Cepot character, wayang golek show had not 
been enthused, especially the young generation. Wayang golek shows were only 
enjoyed by older people. 
 
Cepot character appears with Sundanese society typical jokes and irony. Wayang’s 
lower jaw can be moved when speaking. Moreover, it can spread arc and release 
arrows without the puppeteer’s help. Even Prof. Tjetjep Rohendi Rohidi, M.A stated 
in a workshop “Pembinaan Masyarakat Miskin Urban (Constructing Poor Urban 
Society)”  that the character of wayang golek Cepot created by Asep Sunandar 
Sunarya was rapidly accepted by the society  although it does not follow the 
scenario for a wayang because of the help of technology. The plot and the dialog 
conducted by Cepot are originated from the people’s daily life of middle to lower 
classes of society. Jokes and humor of Cepot are more booming compared to wayang 
golek show itself that takes the characters from Mahabharata and Ramayana epics. 
 
Therefore, the writer was called on to combine tradisional wayang art with the latest 
technology, Website, so that the art of traditional wayang is not abandoned, especially 
by young generation today. Although, a lot of challenges have to be faced, 
considering that competitors have presented visual on wayang with certain 
modifications adjusted with progress of time through digital media.  
 
B. PROCESS ON WAYANG KULIT PURWA CHARACTER SELECTION  
In shadow puppet story, wayang characters are categorized into two “groups”. One is 
good-tempered wayang characters, and the other is bad-tempered wayang characters. 
Wayang characters in Pandawa are the representation of kindness, while Kurawa is 
the symbol of evil. The writer definitely presented the main character of wayang 




The characters in wayang kulit purwa are widely known by Indonesian people. One of 
them is Pandawa Lima, a nickname for the five brothers and the sons of Pandu 
Dewanata. They are Yudistira, Bima, Arjuna, Nakula and Sadewa. Another character 
is Gatotkaca, the son of Bima. 
 
The writer used random sampling method in deciding the main character of wayang 
kulit purwa in this design. Random sampling means that each member of the 
population has the same chance to be selected as a sample (Lawrence. 2006). 
 
C. SELECTING WEB MEDIA PROCESS 
Based on data from We Are Social, a social marketing agency that is quoted from 
website http://id.techinasia.com/ about the development on the world of digital in 
Indonesia. The data show that:  
• 72,7 millions of Internet users 
• 72 millions of active social media users 
UNICEF, together with The Ministry of Communication and Information, The 
Berkman Center for Internet and Society, and Harvard University, conducted a 
nasional survey on the use and behavior of internet among Indonesia teenagers. The 
study showed that there were at least 30 millions of teenagers in Indonesia who 
accessed internet regularly. If Indonesian people had had 72 millions of internet users, 
almost half of the users were teenagers. 
Based on the data above, the selection of Website as media was a suitable choice for 
wayang kulit purwa designing process with Gatotkaca as the character. 
The writer designed a sitemap at the beginning of the website so that link location structure 
can be well mapped. Sitemap is a map in a website.  In making the sketch, the writer used a 
layout with Header, Content and Footer patterns. The layout has widely been used in website 
nowadays. The simple website layout enabled the writer to combine HTML, CSS and Jquery 
coding precisely. Header layout contains title website menu button. Content layout goes 
lengthwise like the format of cinema wide screen that shows more modern and contemporary 
element. Content contains animation displaying wayang history book, the explanation on 
wayang characters, wayang game and the explanation about wayang show. Finally, footer 
layout contains Gatotkaca story timeline menu consisting the birth of Gatotkaca, the wedding 
of Gatotkaca and the battle of Gatotkaca. They are presented by Horizontal Parallax Scrolling 
in sequences. Parallax Scrolling is one of today website presentation styles. This is parallel 






Picture 43. Gatotkaca Sitemap Web  
 
The writer puts forward User Experience so that in website, users can adapt fast and can 
understand the flow between each website page. Users can move precisely and fast, without 
any confusion in exploring the website. The writer’s biggest mission was to bring the users of 
Gatotkaca website new and different experience on “the taste” of tradisional Javanese. 
Therefore, Gatotkaca website displays elements of color, typography, audio, design and 
graphic as the emphasis and confirms that Gatotkaca website is visualized traditionally and 
anciently. The tradisional effect is expected by the writer to invite curiosity of the users of 
wayang content provided in the website.  
 
User Interface side obtained more attention from the writer. The writer realized that ancient 
carving wood elements and other elements have to reflect tradisional elements. It cannot be 
denied that the writer found difficulties in combining tradisional and modern website designs 
nowadays. Modern website design tends to be simple, minimal and clean. Meanwhile, the 
writer intended to keep the forming elements of website visual displays that tend to be 
tradisional. Tradisional elements become important because the writer was consistent in 
displaying wayang kulit purwa in modern website media but still maintaining the strong 
tradisional Javanese elements.  
 
Hierarchically, visual display of Gatotkaca website emphasizes on tradisional, users can see 
that in terms of display, the visual is dominant, solid and complex. Ornament designs 
presented are very dominant and so are other ornaments.  The main target of the user website 
is the young generation of the ages of 10-30.The question is if it is suitable with its target 
audience. However, the writer also presented the spirit of postmodernism in wayang website 
designing process. According to Mark Ledbury (2006), postmodernism is an anti-hirarchy 
and performativity movement.  In designing, the writer was trying to keep a spirit not to make 




For the part of Gatotkaca story timeline, the reasons why the writer selected three chapters 
which consist of the birth of Gatotkaca, the wedding of Gatotkaca and the battle of Gatotkaca 
because those three chapters present an epic and are easily remembered by anyone. Each 
living man passes those stages. Each individual has its own story and tries to remember good 
and bad memories in his life. Gatotkaca story itself is certainly remembered all the time as a 
hero who is willing to sacrifice his own life for other people. 
 
Gatotkaca Story Timeline Concept 
 
The story-telling style of story timeline in Gatotkaca website relies on Horizontal Parallax 
Scrolling technique which moves from left to right so that users can understand the sequences 
of the story of each chapter of Gatotkaca story. 
 
In the early concept, the writer obtained the idea from story-telling style of relief panels on 
Borobudur Temple that describe a story. There is a certain technique to read those relief 
panels on the temple’s walls, by reading clockwise.   
 
This is known with the term of mapradaksina (Old Javanese) which comes from 
Sanskrit, Daksina, which means east. The beginning of the story starts and ends at the eastern 
gate on each level. Borobudur has rising ladder in four wind directions but it is predicted that 
the main rising ladder is in the east.  
Relief panels on Borobudur  are curved in a few levels  of Borobudur.  Those relief panels 
describe scenes which are taken from a few  stories, Karmawibhanga, Jatakamala, Awadana, 
Gandawyuha and Bhadracari. 
 
 
Picture 44. Relief panels on Borobudur Temple 
(Sumber :https://ajimachmudi.wordpress.com/candi-borobudur/) 
The writer experimented in Gatotkaca chapter story-telling style by combining with 
Horizontal Parallax Scrolling technique that is becoming a trend in the world of Website. The 
problem faced by the writer was how to design an environment suitable with Gatotkaca 
chapter. As the point of view, postmodernism spirit became a guidance to describe. However, 
the original story of Mahabarata, which is obviously a Modernism, had never been 
abandoned by the writer in designing Gatotkaca story timeline.  
 
PROCESS OF DESIGNING WEBSITE 
Website media was chosen by the writer because it has a strategic position in reaching the 
young generation today. By putting the emphasis on Experience Design, the writer expected 
the users to have different experience in its contemporary presentation. However, the writer 
maintained its originality in characters and story as well as the information about wayang 
kulit purwa. Website media which is the part of Creative Multimedia encourages users to 
explore other experiences in scrolling through the information as well as playing in game 
with a certain character. 
The following is the Creative Multimedia mapping to be the basic media in designing 
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“Wayang Kulit Purwa with Gatotkaca as the Character in Web and Game”. 
 
Picture 46. Creative Multimedia Mapping 
According to Ali (2011), the main points of Post Modernism are Cyber, Virtual and Digital. 
As seen in the mapping above bahwa there appear a few key words referring to Cyber, 
Virtual and Digital points like Internet, Computer, and Digital Media. 
In web designing process, the writer divides into some main stages: 
• Designing User Experience + User Interface based on the early sketch. 
• Designing content in the forms of texts, image and audio. 
• Designing Coding Programming in web in the forms of HTML, CSS and JQuery. 
• Browser Testing 
 
Picture 47. Designing Process of “Gatotkaca” Website 
 
In game designing process, the writer divides into several main stages: 
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• Designing User Experience + User Interface based on the early sketch. 
• Designing contents in the forms of texts, images, audio, story and game levels 
• Designing Coding Programming in the game in the form of Action Script 
• Browser Testing 
 
Picture 48. Designing Process of “Gatotkaca” Game 
Designing User Interface 
Designing a user interface from a website page is integral with user experience. In the past, a 
user was placed as an object only and was presented by charming visual displays. Unlike in 
the past, user factor is more strategic today. The writer realized that AIGA 2015 trend 
emphasized on not only user interface, but also user experience. All visual displays of 
wayang website are made syntactical, page per page website. This helps to maintain the 
consistency of designs the writer intended to bring out.  
Balance and harmony of website user interface and strong color combination help to bring 
out strong traditional Javanese values. The ornaments inserted in the user interface definitely 
influence users in exploring information presented in the website.  
In general, displays of website user interface seem complicated from the point of view of 
hierarchy, since there are a lot of elements that are very dominant. As revealed by Mark 
Ledbury (2006) that Post Modernism is an anti- hierarchy and performativity movement. 





Picture 49. Web Homepage  
 
Picture 50. Explanation on Web visual display 
For wayang kulit purwa characters in wayang kulit character website page, the writer selected 
the main characters based on the three chapters of Gatotkaca story, the birth, the wedding and 
the battle. At the birth of Gatotaca, the important roles are certainly Gatotkaca’s parents, 
Bima and Dewi Arimbi. Next, at the wedding of Gatotkaca, the main character is Dewi 
Pergiwa, the wife of Gatotkaca, who is the daughter of Arjuna, who is Gatotkaca’s uncle. 
Finally, the last chapter is the epic, Baratayudha Battle ,which Gatotkaca faced his main 
enemy, Karna, who used his reliable weapon, Konta that was the gift from Dewa Indra. The 




Users are introduced to each character by a brief story showing profiles and their characters. 
According to a proverb “tak kenal maka tak sayang (if you do not know, then you do not 
love)” so that users gain complete descriptions of the main characters who are closely related 
to Gatotkaca. Gatotkaca story is only a small part of Mahabarata epos. However, that Epos is 
timeless. The story of Mahabarata is so epic that a lot of people wonder whether it is a buried 
history or only a legend.     
 
Picture 51. Explanation on Web visual display –Wayang Character 
The history of wayang kulit purwa is discussed in a special page about wayang kulit history. 
The writer introduced wayang kulit purwa thoroughly to users since history is an integral part 
of the development of wayang kulit purwa today. By considering User Experience factor, the 
writer presented the information about wayang kulit history through ancient books which 
each page can be turned over. For user interface display, an ancient book was chosen so the 
writer gave traditional touch and power. Users as if faced an ancient history book containing 




Picture 52. Explanation on Web visual display – Wayang History (A) 
 
Picture 53. Explanation on Web visual display – Wayang History (B) 
For wayang kulit show page, supporting elements in wayang kulit show as well as the brief 
explanation are displayed. Similar to gamelan orchestra group that presents each musical 
instrument. The writer believed that a traditional wayang kulit show is well-supported by a 
team behind the stage. To gain information about each gamelan instrument, the writer used 
Simplicity theory. Simplicity tries to minimalize information as solid and accurate as possible 
so that audiences can accept quickly. 
According to Gestalt principle, Law of Proximity that says categorizing because of one 
category, gamelan, and possessing the same function, accompanying music in wayang kulit 
show. Users obtain information feedback from each interaction with gamelan musical 
instrument. 
 
Picture 54. Explanation on Web visual display – Wayang Kulit Performance 
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The Color of Gatotkaca Web Page 
Dominant colors used in the wayang website are black, brown, red, gold, and yellow. 
Those colors are common in wayang kulit. According to Ensiklopedi Wayang (1999), red 
describes a character that is though, impatient, brave and greedy. Black describes wisdom, 
prosperity, nobility and responsibility.  Prada (gold) describes a character which is calm 
and tepa selira or introspection. In the book Color Harmony for the Web, those colors are 
multicultural colors with the color scheme as follows: 
 
Picture 55. Wayang Color Scheme Website  
 
Typography in Gatotkaca Web Page 
The font used by the writer was Font Rotis Semi Serif Std, because that font is a combination 
of San Serif that represents modernism and Serif that represents tradition. Viewed from the 
shape of the font, Serif is an alphabet that has small lines standing horizontally in the body of 
alphabet. These small lines are also usually called counterstroke or Serif Bracketed. This 
Counterstroke makes serif easier to read since those lines help to guide a reader’s eyes 
through a text line. This font is suitable to be used for content texts or contents because of 
their values, while sans serif  does not have small lines and solid. This alphabet type is more 
assertive, functional and more modern.  
For modern font type like Arial font, the writer thought that it was not appropriate if it was 
supposed to be used in wayang website. This type looks modern and formal. Meanwhile, if 
using Times font, the classic element is very strong. Therefore, the writer found font type that 
can accommodate modern and classic. The font is Rotis Semi Serif Std font that is a hybrid 
font, the combination of Serif and San Serif.  
 
Picture 56 Rotis Semi Serif Std Font 
Gatotkaca Story Timeline Page 
Nowadays, the popular website trend uses Parallax Scrolling design technique. This certainly 
provides new experience and different from the previous ones in exploring Website. Parallax 
Scrolling initially was created for video game industry as "special effect" technique for 
providing audience deep illusion. The term of parallax comes from two-dimension visual 
effect in video game which the background and the object are separated as if deep illusion 
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were created between those objects. Sometimes, the background moves more slowly than 
character object played depending on the interaction of the user. 
 
Picture 57 The battle of Gatotkaca A 
 
Picture 58 The battle of Gatotkaca B 
 




Picture 60. The battle of Gatotkaca C 
Parallax design provides experience for users as follows: 
1. Providing 
incredible depth and animation effect to the users 
2. Designing website 
using a story approach 
3. Designing a 
website that is visited longer since it has to be kept on being scrolled down  
4. Stimulating 
curiosity 
5. Being able to 
invite users to do something 
6. Increasing 
credibility of website since there is something new and creative 
 
The above are the background the writer chose Parallax Scrolling as one way to present 
wayang kulit purwa story, especially from the excerpts of the birth, love life and the battle of 
Gatotkaca. The writer presented Gatotkaca character from the humanity side. Life cycle is 
experienced by everyone, birth, marriage partner, and death. The writer in story-telling 
through visual used Parallax Scrolling design technique in horizontal direction since the 




Picture 61. Horizontal Parallax Scrolling in the Battle of Gatotkaca 
It can be seen from the picture that in the battle of Gatotkaca, there are five parts based on 
location and time. Moreover, each location movement is separated by a layer of tree and 
cloud.  
 
Picture 62. Display of Gatotkaca Story Timeline 
The five background image pictures to present Parallax Scrolling of Gatotkaca battle have 
similarity with Gestalt principle. The dark background and cloud displayed are based on to its 
original story in Mahabarata book. The big battle was done at night, and Gatotkaca was 
getting stronger because he turned into a giant. The big battle turned to be a tragedy for the 
Gatotkaca, so the writer presented the background that was combined with separated layer of 
dark cloud and big tree to bring users’ mood towards end of the story that are grief, 
destruction and darkness.  
The main purpose of using Parallax Scrolling, the writer intended to tell based on story 
timeline of Gatotkaca battle. Horizontal was chosen since the writer intended to bring new 




Picture 63.The battle of Gatotkaca D 
Website Content 
For visual display on main page (Home), the writer displayed content frames of wayang 
character related to the story of Gatotkaca which spin towards axis Z periodically. Users are 
welcomed by animation so that users directly introduced to those characters. The writer 
realized that animation element is the most important part of a multimedia product like 
website. Animation in a multimedia promises a more dynamic visual display. Moreover, it 
beautifies visual display of website main page so it becomes the main attraction in wayang 
Gatotkaca website. 
 
Picture 67. Animation Content on homepage of website 
For content in other web pages except Game web page, the writer placed animation element 
like wayang history web page. Content in the form of animation that is visualized in a book 
that can move on each page, also texts and images that help strengthen the explanation about 
wayang history. The book is displayed as an old book that has high historical value. Users are 
led to the past as if they were opening pieces of ancient book containing information about 
wayang history page by page. 
 
Picture 68. Animation content on wayang history page  
In wayang history page, animation has a function as guidance equipment. It leads users in 
finding information through books. Animation is seen dominant or gives attraction or show new focus 





Nowadays, demand from the user of new experience in operating multimedia is a necessity. 
Designers today do not only focus on User Interface, but also have to enter to a higher level, 
inter-discipline, for the demand of time. In parallel with AIGA 2015 trend, they follow the 
formulae of (time + content + context) / time = experience design. 
 
Responding to the problem in Designing Wayang Kulit Purwa with Gatotkaca as the 
Character in Website in terms of Experience Design, it can be concluded that design in the 
past did not even touch the need of User Experience. Users were considered to be an object 
that only enjoyed visuals of charming User Interface. Moreover, Experience Design covered 
User Experience that is Postmodernism. Postmodernism recognizes the existence of time. 
Multimedia work from the point of view of User Experience keeps up with progress of time 
following the demand from modern society that is getting more critical. 
 
Experience design, postmodernism, wayang kulit and website are the key words of the 
problem that should be solved. Users of Internet media that keep on developing from 
teenagers to adults are the fans of Experience design. They are experiencers groups who 
spend money on entertainment, fashion, socializing and stuffs that are seen “cool” and easily 
get bored. 
 
By the combination between User Interface and User Experience Design, designing Wayang 
Kulit Purwa with Gatotkaca as the Character in Website does not make hierarchy an 
indispensiple condition so that users who are the experiencers groups can explore more 
websites on wayang; information and contemporary wayang game. Wayang kulit show in the 
past that is considered old in its presentation and certainly simple that it does not attract the 
attention of experiencers group. It cannot be denied that difference of times leads wayang 
kulit purwa to be presented in different style, design, media and technology. New experience 
by users  certainly cannot be underestimated, because users are so dinamic in deciding their 
choices. User Interface website looks complex with the presence of ornaments, but simple 
layout leads different experince for users. Another important factor is typography displayed 
in website. It is crucial to keep on combining present and classic elements so that there is new 
experience in reading. Since the main focus of  desainers of Postmodernism is readability. the 
use of alphabets should be noticed with its relationship with other alphabets so that that 
clearly seen.  
 
Website is a universal media (Modernism), but wayang content design in postmodernism web 
media and game gives strong present impression. However, it does not abandon tradisional 
element that invites curiosity of those experincers groups. Website is a part of postmodernism 
that emphazises on virtual and digital elements. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are a few weaknesses in this research:  
1. All the characters of wayang kulit purwa related to Gatotkaca cannot be displayed 
because of time limitation. It is expected that there are other teams of researchers who 
can continue this study. 
2. In Gatotkaca story timeline, only the chapter of battle that was presented because of 
time limitation in research and designing.  
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